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the movie is one of the most memorable experiences. it creates a sense of a thrilling ride. the sharp dialogues, crisp cinematography, lavish backdrop and emotional punch packed
in every scene make for a genuinely entertaining journey. the movie does lack in the pace department. the pre-interval sequences are slow and the pace picks up in the second

half. the opening sequence features a violent encounter between vidya and her boss. the second climax features some jaw-dropping stunts, but is forgettable. but it is the
characterisation that makes it memorable. vidya has a great presence and as an actor she brings life to each character, whether she is playing a struggling housewife, a vicious
criminal or a kannapanchayat-happy mother. the character of durga is the kind that makes you go wow, shes super-smart! vidya is able to imbue the character with this sharp

intelligence, which makes durga a treat to watch. the character of inderjeet is relatable, and it is his kind but silent nature that makes him special. the movie has its own classicism
and that makes it so timeless. its an equal balance of action and humour, and the comedy sequences are pretty droll, especially those by kajol. there is none of the gaggle of freaks

that was there in aankhen. the soundtrack is ace, especially the songs, and the songs are truly unforgettable. overall, kahaani is a wonderful dose of nostalgia and a fearless
portrayal of women in bollywood. it is a movie that makes you go wow, and this writer is looking forward to the second part of the series, just so that the movie can get even better!
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the film's high point comes in the early scenes, when a
reluctant young couple, married for a year, discover each

other in bed (one of the most believable scenes i've ever seen
on the big screen) and then go on to have an affair. there are
some interesting variations on this theme in the past films -
shashwat (2008) and kalbeliya (2012) - but kahaani is a one-
note, by-the-numbers affair, even though it does more than
just that. the problem is that the film doesn't seem to know

what it wants to be. in the first half, it's a dirty, self-justifying
tale of forbidden love. in the second half, it's a less-dirty, self-

justifying, but still essentially insipid, tale of the urban,
educated indian couple. the film's second half is where it

almost becomes worthwhile, as it has an interesting interplay
between the three central characters: the victim, the wife and
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the husband. but the film then goes and messes this up by
concluding in the most absurd manner imaginable. suddenly

there's the feeling that you're watching a film you know is
supposed to be great but isn't quite living up to its potential.

it's still a long way from being a great film, and ghosh still
hasn't cracked his formula in the third part of kahaani. it is

much of a muchness in terms of the plot and treatment. but
kahaani is a better film in every way. the writing, directing,
acting, cinematography, editing - there is simply not a weak

link. it is as accurate in its depiction of indian patriarchal
attitudes as it is in its depiction of the political, economic and
social realities of our cities. it is a masterclass in storytelling

and in dealing with the issues of indian life today. 5ec8ef588b
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